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The Dark SorceressThe Dark Sorceress
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265054
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFJ
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

Morgan’s happy childhood ends when King Uther declares war on her father. Sent from her beloved home of Tintagel, she
spends the next eight years in a nunnery. There Morgan’s dark powers grow alongside her hatred, restrained only by the
teachings of the secretive Iona. Until a surprising letter arrives, and with it the chance for revenge. 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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The Death of MerlinThe Death of Merlin
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265122
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFH
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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The Fall of CamelotThe Fall of Camelot
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265139
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFH
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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Gawain and the Green KnightGawain and the Green Knight
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265085
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFJ
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

Sir Gawain is impatient to prove himself worthy of his seat at the Round Table, and the arrival of a giant provides the perfect
opportunity – or so it seems. But the result is not the glorious quest Gawain had hoped for. It is a seemingly doomed one
that will test his honour as a knight to the hilt. 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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LancelotLancelot
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265108
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFJ
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

Determined to overcome his love for Queen Guinevere, Lancelot leaves Camelot on a quest for distraction. He finds it in the
form of a fearsome knight in black armour, and an impossible choice set by a sorceress. Can Lancelot escape Morgan le
Fay's trap? And can he bear to return to Camelot and King Arthur even if he does? 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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No Ordinary BoyNo Ordinary Boy
The Legends of King Arthur: Merlin, Magic, andThe Legends of King Arthur: Merlin, Magic, and
DragonsDragons
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265047
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFH
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

All Merlin knows is the village where he mixes potions for wary customers, and dreams strange dreams that sometimes
come true. Then a mysterious hooded man appears, seeking a boy with no mortal father, and Merlin is taken far away, to a
crumbling tower and a ruthless king. 

To a place where his is not the only magic. 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters

Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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The Quest for the Holy GrailThe Quest for the Holy Grail
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265115
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFJ
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

When Galahad arrives in Camelot, the last seat at the Round Table is finally filled. Then a vision of the Holy Grail appears and
one by one King Arthur’s knights set out to prove themselves worthy of it. Little do they know that it is not their strength or
skills that will be tested. It is their souls … 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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The Sword in the StoneThe Sword in the Stone
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265061
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFJ
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

When two boys save an old man from robbers, they learn of a competition in Londinium to decide the next king of Britain.
The elder, Kay, is determined to prove himself worthy as a knight or a king. The younger is Arthur, a farm boy through and
through – until he sees the sword in the stone. 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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Tristan and IsoldeTristan and Isolde
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265092
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFJ
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

Sir Tristan leaves Camelot to defend Tintagel against an Irish invader. In doing so he receives a wound that can only be
healed by going to Ireland himself. There he meets Isolde the Fair, doomed to become Tristan’s true love. ‘Doomed’ because
not all love stories have a happy ending. Especially when poison and potions are involved. 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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Twelve Rebel KingsTwelve Rebel Kings
Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,Tales From the Round Table: Dragons, Magic,
and King Arthurand King Arthur
By Tracey Mayhew
Illustrated by Mike Phillips

A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted andA retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and
illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classicillustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic
folklore.folklore.

Publication date:Publication date: October 2020
Price:Price: £6.99
ISBN:ISBN: 9781782265078
Product format:Product format: Paperback
Extent:Extent: 96 pp
Pictures:Pictures: Illustrations, black & white
Format:Format: 128 x 198 mm
BIC Codes:BIC Codes: YFJ
Series:Series: The Legends of King Arthur:

Merlin, Magic, and Dragons

DescriptionDescription

Arthur Pendragon must defend his crown against the many other kings who would take it. For that he needs a new sword
and a magical scabbard from the Lady of the Lake. If he wins, will the beautiful Guinevere return to Camelot with him as his
bride? And who will sit at the Round Table? 

About the Tales from the Round Table series: About the Tales from the Round Table series: 
Epic battles, thrilling quests and forbidden love combine in the medieval story of the boy who would be king. 
A retelling of the Arthurian legends, adapted and illustrated to introduce children aged 7+ to classic folklore. Great to share
aloud, just like the original tales.

Sales PointsSales Points

 Includes QR codes to the FREE audiobooks
Retellings that share the legends with a younger generation
Engaging illustrations by the illustrator of the Horrible Geography series
Introduces children to the adventures of King Arthur and Merlin and a world of legendary characters
Based on one of the greatest English legends

A uthor  b iog r a p hyA uthor  b iog r a p hy

Tracey Mayhew was born in London and now lives in Essex, UK. She is a teacher but her passion has always been writing. She loves
immersing herself in myths and legends and enjoys creating fantasy worlds for readers to enjoy. She has published several books
for adults and young adults. When not writing, she can usually be found reading a book with her cat, Loki.
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